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Winery colored novelties

One of the most trendy colors of the 2021’s winter novelties is the Winery. These special shades look great when 
paired with natural colors like green, beige, brown or even the grey. The Winery colors have a unique, intense 
prominent deep tone.

After midnight colored novelties

The other beauty colors of this winter are in the After Midnight line, which could remind us of the beautiful night 
sky. This elegant, calm color is spreading serenity and works well with gold and silver colored decorations.

New! New! New!New!

New! New! New! New!

New! 3S161
3 STEP

CrystaLac

New! 3S163
3 STEP

CrystaLac

New! 1S110
ONE STEP
CrystaLac

New!1S111
ONE STEP
CrystaLac

New! S013
Sens ‘3G Polish’

(gel polish)

New! S014
Sens ‘3G Polish’

(gel polish)

New! S013 SENS 
Flash ‘3G Polish’

(gel polish)

New! SENS
Flash ‘3G Polish’

(gel polish)
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2021-2022

Winter novelties

BRAND NEW!
SENS CUTICLE SERUM 
FINISH THE THERAPY LIKE A  RITUAL WITH OUR NEWEST 
24K TINSEL!
This skin-caring serum contains 24 carats golden grains, royal jelly, 
and silk amino acids in order to reach the maximum level of care. The 
ingredients have naturally intensive and deep hydration virtue which 
can help the skin remain tight and smooth. It has a slightly fruity scent. 
One of its advantages is that it is not oil-based so it helps the skin-
caring without leaving a bright oily stain. After the use of the serum, 
the nailbed will be soft and ready for photo shooting. We don’t have 
to start a long procedure trying to get rid of the remaining oil patches 
which would ruin the aesthetic of the picture. This new product is in an 
elegant jar that will be the jewelry of your salon. 
CN advise: As the second step, you can use one of our cuticle oils to 
make the effect last longer.

8ml

4 5

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:

Royal Jelly: It has a skin-conditioning effect, this material 
is the richest base of proteins and vitamins, it consists 
of 17 types of different amino acids, moreover, rich in B 
vitamins and minerals. 

“Asian Wader” (The essence of Gotu Kola): It cleans and 
relaxes the skin making the surface even. It also has a 
tonic effect. 

The salt form of Hyaluronic acid: it can absorb water 
into the skin which helps the skin saturation and thereby 
reduces the formation of wrinkles.

Grape seed extract: Great antioxidant which can help to 
defend the skin from sunlight damage. In addition, it has 
a wound healer and skin-caring effect as well. 

Common Purslane extract: This herb is rich in C and E 
vitamins and it has one of the greatest concentrates of 
omega-3 fatty acids.

2021-2022

Winter 
Novelties

New!

Brand new!

SENS Acrylgel Cover Pink decorated with sugar 
effect 
This nail is made with SENS Acryfel Cover Pink and S007 Sens ‘3G Polish gel, black Stamping gel 
and 548 acryl powder. ( The nail made by Barbara Újvári)
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2021-2022

Winter novelties

NEW COLOR! SENS BASE GEL
Shimmer White & Shimmer Nude
DEVELOPED FOR BASE LAYERS AND STRENGTHENING 
Developed for base layers and strengthening techniques (fluid base) with extra strong adhesion. We recommend it for every 
day salon work because it’s easier to work with bigger quantities, easy to remove, and you can also make the required nail faster, 
there is less chance for bubbles and it lasts longer.

We have two new colors in the SENS Base Gel family: Shimmer white and Shimmer nude. Both of them have good coverage and 
the strength of the adhesion is the same as the Clear gel’s. It’s also good for French and Babyboomer nails but you can use it as its 
own or for decoration as well. 

This Base Gel has the strongest adhesion of the currently known Base Gels and has also a special consistency, especially for 
strengthening techniques. It contains small synthetic silk threads, which not just make the material stronger but it’s also easier to 
make a C-arc with it, the adhesion keeps itself and prevents the flowing into the nail folds. The strengthening technique is supported 
by both the special texture and the strong adhesion, with less detaches, also for problematic nails. It contains E-vitamins and 
calcium. It does not heat, flexible so the nails won’t break. 
The curing time in a UV lamp is 2-3 mins, in an LED lamp is 1-2 mins.
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New!

4ml
In an economic

10 ml jar!
10ml

New! Shimmer
Nude

New! Shimmer
White

New
color!

New
color!

New
color!

New
color!

New! Shimmer
nude Base Gel

New! Shimmer
white Base Gel

New! Shimmer
white Base Gel

New! Shimmer
nude Base Gel

2 New Sens Base Gel color in 
ombre transition
This nail is formed with one of our newest, the SENS Base Gel Shimmer White, the 
decoration is made with the tone of Desert Gel Peach (The nail was made by Doviscsák 
Dóra)
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2021-2022

Winter novelties

NEW COLOR! 
SENS ’3G POLISH’ (gel polish)
NAILS ART GELS DEALING WITH HIGH PIGMENTATION TUNED 
TO COLORFUL DECORATION.
It’s arriving with two new shades: the S013 grey and the S014 Winery 
colored polish gel. Its dense, high pigmentation concentrated, both of 
them have good coverage, specially made for painting and decorating. We 
have now 14 colors that you all can mix to get the required shade for nail 
art designs. For dilution, we advise you to use Crystal Nails ‘3G Polish’ CLEAR. 
They can also be used on the full nail surface, which is different from the 
usual technique: We don’t apply it with the brush, but rather with “scraping 
movements” we apply a small amount to the surface and try to make a thin 
layer as possible. They have good coverage so it’s not necessary to apply it 
with two layers.

The curing time in a UV lamp is 2-3 mins, in a LED lamp is 1-2 mins.

NEW COLOR!
SENS FLASH ’3G POLISH’(gel polish)
CREATE MAGNIFICENT NAILS USING THE MIDNIGHT 
AND BURGUNDY SENS FLASH ‘ 3G POLISH’ GELS!
This color-changing, sparkling 3G Polish sparkles like a thousand 
little star when exposed to light. In normal lighting conditions, it 
might seem like it is a “just” a glittery polish gel, but when the 
nail surface is hit by the light from different directions the nail 
will sparkle, almost every glitter grain shines separately. This 
will for sure attract all the attention. 

Released in two shades: Flash Winery and Flash Midnight. 
The curing time in a UV lamp is 2-3 mins, in an LED lamps is 1-2 
mins.

4ml

4ml

4ml 4ml

4ml4ml

New!

New! Flash
Midnight

New! Flash
Burgundy

New! S013

New! S014

New
color!

New
color!

New 
color!

New
color!

New
color!

New 
color!

In bright light

In daylight

In bright light

In daylight

The combination of 
Sens S013 ‘3G Polish’ 
(gel polish) and Sens 
Flash Midnight
‘3G Polish’ polish gel
The nail you see on the picture is made with 
the new Sens Flash Midnight,  the S013 
‘3G Polish’ (polishgel) and with the Sens 
Plasty Gel.
(The nail was made by Edina Sikari).

The meeting of 2 new Sens ‘3G Polish’ and the 
2 new Sens Flash ‘3G Polish’ in one hand 
This nale is made with S013; S014  the Flash Cobalt and Flash Burgundy 3G Polish gel. 
The nail was made by Újvári Barbara



BRAND NEW! Xtreme Pudding+ Builder Gel
IT’S A SOFT PUDDING-LIKE COVER PINK BUILDER GEL
which is mixing the flexibility of builder gels with the strength of pudding gels. These attributes allow us to apply the product evenly 
to the surface of the nail quickly. Suitable for traditional techniques but also good for file-free procedures as well. Shorter and longer 
nail types could also be created by using this gel, in both ways, the result will be long-lasting.

2021-2022

Winter novelties

NEW! Cover Pink
Xtreme Pudding+ 

Builder Gel

On a 
base of 

3S12

On a 
base of 

3S43

NEW COLOR! Confetti Top Gel Matte White
White winter, white Confetti Top gel?
Yes, here is our new, white dressed color gel, which you can make the dark or even glittery shades easily more 
special. The non-cleansing, soak-off, flexible matte top gel with white glitters mixed sizes and shapes (hexagon 
and round) which can make easy to create the fashionable splashed effect
(quil egg type effect). If your customer would like a brighter nail, there is
nothing more, just using one layer of Cool Top Gel Universal or Cool Top4Dark
at the tip of the Confetti Top layer. Curing time, under UV LAMP is 2-3 mins,
Under LED is 1-2 mins.

4ml

Brand new! Xtreme
Pudding+ Builder Gel

10 11

5ml

15ml

50ml

The coverage of the material is astonishing and the color is spectacular and natural, it can be used 
for creating a nail bed but you can build the whole nail with it. It’s recommended to use a base gel under 
the layer. It’s relatively pinchable but thick at the end of the curing process, but it’s easy to file. The 
curing time in a UV lamp is 2-3 mins, in a LED lamp is 1-2 mins.

CN advise: As it happens with other cover gel, in some cases there are some fallouts on the
surface of the nail. In that case, use a spatula to smooth the material, but do not mix them!

2021-2022

Winter novelties

New!

New!

Brand new!

On a 
base of 

3S114

New
color!

With Xtreme
Pudding+ Builder Gel 
This Nail was built with the new Xtreme Pudding+ Builder Gel, 
the decoration was made with Highlight Gel, the 5th mermaid 
powder and with Nova Crystal rhinestones (The nail was made 
by Alexandra Méhész)
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2021-2022

Winter novelties

NEW COLOR! 
XTREME FUSION 
ACRYLGEL –
Rose Quartz 30g
With the soft sparkling of rosequartz, the 
Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Rose Quartz dazzles 
us. Let’s shine during the holiday with jewerly 
like gleaming Rose Quartz acrylgel. Curing time: 
2-3 mins in UV lamp 2-3 and 1-2 mins in LED.

NEW!
Rose

Quartz

30g

13

New!
Babyboomer

Crystal White
Builder Gel

NEW COLOR! BABYBOOMER 
CRYSTAL WHITE Builder Gel
We would like to do a favour for the lovers of babyboomer nails with this 
glittery new product. It contains silver pearly ice crystals which made 
this white builder gel softly smooth and sparkling. The gel is medium 
dense and it’s easy to work with. If you apply it in a thin layer it will be 
transparent, if it’s thick it has good coverage. It is a good material to pinch. 
We recommend you to use a softer brush: Gel 6 brush, Xtreme Gel brush 
or a Nero Merlo II. Curing time: Under UV lamp 2-3 mins,under  LED lamp 
is 1-2 mins.

5ml 15ml 50ml

NEW!
Crystal White

New!

New 
color!

New
color!

New
color!

New 
color!

New! Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel Rose Quartz

Rose Quartz effect
The nail is made with the new Xtreme Fusion 
AcrylGel Rose Quartz and the Mermaid Latte. (Work 
by Virág Halász.)
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Winter noveltiesNew!
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8ml4ml

New! 3 STEP CrystaLac
trend colors 2021-2022 winter
The winter 3STEP Crsytalac is covered in Deep, glittery colors, which will bring the 
holiday vibe into your salon with the new 3S162 Rhodonite. Give in to the lure of the 
romantic new 3S163 Winery, and if you want a more intense pink shade you can choose 
the new 3S163 Fuchsia Fedora! 
Curing time: in a UV lamp 2-3 mins, in a LED lamp is 1-2 mins.

New! Nordic Lights 3 STEP CrystaLac
Collection (4x4 ml) display
The coolest fashion shades in one package for a fair price. Choose one from our newest winter color selections. They are in one box, 
which you can easily turn into a display. Just take out the bottles, and the display crown from the box and lay it down. Use our selections 
as your newest table decoration! 

New!

NEW! 3S161
After

midnight
(As you can see on the 

picture)

NEW!
3S161

After midnight
(As you can see
on the picture)

NEW! 3S164
Fuchsia 
Fedora

NEW!
3S164

Fuchsia 
Fedora 

NEW! 3S162
Rhodonite

(As you can see on the 
picture)

NEW!
3S162

Rhodonite
(As you can see
on the picture)

NEW! 3S163
Winery

NEW!
3S163

Winery

New!4ml

8ml

New! New! New!

New! New! New! New!

15

NEW! 3S163
Winery  

NEW! 3S164
Fuchsia Fedora

NEW! 3S162
 Rhodonite

NEW! 3S161
After midnight

New!

The 3S161 After Midnight and the 3S162 
Rhodonite 3 STEP CrystaLac gradient 
The nails are made with the new 3S161 After Midnight and the new 3S162 Rhodonite Crystalacs, the 
decoration is the new Nova Crystals Scarabeaus
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New! Arctic Darkness One Step
CrystaLac Collection (4x4 ml) display
The coolest fashion shades, in one package for a fair price. Choose one from our newest winter color selections. They are in one box, 
which you can easily turn into a display. Just take out the bottles, and the display crown from the box and lay it down. Use our selection 
as your newest table  decoration!

2021-2022

Winter noveltiesNew!
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8ml4ml

New! ONE STEP CrystaLac
trend colors 2021-2022 winter
The preparation for the upcoming holidays is always exciting, there is no difference 
around Crystal Nails. Decorate your nail with 1S110 After midnight or 1S111 Winery 
trend colors. For the customers who want intense colors during the cold winter 
months, offer them the 1S112 Root beer or the 1S113 Adobe.
Curing time: in a UV lamp 2-3 mins, in LED lamp is 1-2 mins.

NEW!
1S110

After midnight
(As you can see on the 

picture)

NEW!
1S113

Adobe
(As you can see 
on the picture)

NEW!
1S111

Winery
(As you can 

see on the picture)

NEW!
1S112

Root Beer
(As you can see 
on the picture)

4ml

8ml

New!

New!

New! New! New! New!

NEW!
1S110

After midnight

NEW!
1S113

Adobe

NEW!
1S111

Winery

NEW!
1S112

Root Beer

New! New! New! New!

NEW! 1S110
After midnight

NEW! 1S113
Adobe

NEW! 1S111
Winery

NEW! 1S112
Root Beer

All of our 4 new STEP Crystalacs on one hand 
This nail is made with the new After midnight the 1S111 Winery, the 1S112 Root beer and with the 
1S113 Adobe One Step Crystalac, the decoration made with golden foil. ( the nail was is made by 
Edina Sikari)
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New! Frozen Mist Royal Gel Collection (4x4,5 ml) display
The coolest fashion shades, in one package for a fair price. Choose one from our newest winter color selections. They are in one box, 
which you can easily turn into a display Just take out the bottles, and the display crown from the box and lay it down. Use our selection 
as your newest table  decoration!

2021-2022

Winter noveltiesNew!

4
,5
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New! ROYAL GEL gap filling trend colors 2021-2022 
winter
NON-CLEANSING COLOR GELS IN ONE LAYER.
Make feminine nails with the new R182 Pistachio or with the new R183 Pale Rosette, which lends a cold winter look to the wearer. 
If you desire to have a warmer look, choose the new R184 First Blush or visit the Peruvian desert in your imagination with the R185 
Desert Taupe. Curing time: in a UV lamp 2-3 mins, in an LED lamp is 1-2 mins.

NEW!
R182

Pistachio

NEW!
R185

Peruvian 
desert

NEW!
R183
Pale

Rosette

NEW!
R184
First 

Blush

4,5ml New! New! New! New!

New!

New!

NEW!
R182

Pistachio

NEW!
R184

Peruvian 
desert

NEW!
R183

Pale Rosette

NEW!
R184

First Blush

New! New! New! New!

NEW! R185
Desert Taupe

NEW! R184
First Blush

NEW! R182
Pistachio

NEW! R183
Pale Rosette

Gap filling 2021-2022 Royal Gel colors on nails 
The nails were made with the new R182, R183, R184 and R185 and the decoration is the new Nova Crystal Gems 
(Work by Dóra Doviscsák)
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New! Nailstickers
You can find extra thin self-adhesive stickers on 
the 12x7,5 cm sheets. All of them have festive and 
winter designs, so let’s create some golden sparkling 
snowflakes with one move which is creating a 
true Christmas atmosphere with its ornament-like 
appearance. You can choose from 5 designs: The First 
snow, Christmas Ornaments, Winter stars, Golden 
stars, and Silver stars.

New! Appointment book for 2022
Weekly breakdown Appointment Books with 3 cover designs: holo silver, purple flower, lime. Developed for nail artists, they have 
patent locks with a pen holder and you can even find some inspirational creative pictures, ideas which you can easily implement in 
your salon. These books are created to fit in most women’s bags, so you can make notes anytime and anywhere if a customer needs 
an appointment.

2021-2022

Winter novelties

New! New! New!

New!

New!

New! New!

New! New!

NEW COLORS! Nova Crystals rhinestones (100 pieces/jar)
The Nova Crystal family expanded with three new color-changing members. Let’s make sparkling nails with the blue Scarabeus AB, 
the silver Blizzard AB, or with the purple Velvet AB. You can find 100 adhesive rhinestones for decorations in these elegant black 
jars. When you apply these flat-soled gems our advice is to use tip glue or use the GEM Glue Gel with the following curing time: in a UV 
Lamp: 2-3 mins; in an LED: 1-2 mins! In order to have it smoothly aligned with the nail and not stick out too much you should file the nail 
surface a bit deeper. (but not the C-curve).

100 pieces/jar

Diameter: 2.30-2.50mm

SS8

Diameter: 1.70-1.90mm

SS5

Diameter: 1.35-1.50mm

SS3

NOVA Crystals rhinestone
Scarabeus B

Sizes: SS3, SS5, SS8

NOVA Crystals rhinestone 
Blizzard AB

Sizes: SS3, SS5, SS8

NOVA Crystals rhinestone
Velvet AB

Sizes: SS3, SS5, SS8

Top view Top view
Top view

Fr
om

 a 45 o angle

Fr
om

 a 45 o angle

Fr
om

 a 45 o angle

New! New! New!

21

10pcs/pack

NEW SHAPES! Nova Crystals GEMS shaped stones (10pcs)
The brand new, popular shapes of NOVA Crystal product family with the Winter newcomers have arrived. Recommended  to use with 
Gem Glue gel (UV: 2-3 min; LED: 1-2 min) or tip glue for applying them. In order to remain the surface smooth you should file it (but 
make sure the C-curve remains untouched).

NOVA Crystals Gem shaped stone
Square Aurora
Sizes: 4x6mm

NOVA Crystals Gem shaped stone
Wheat Aurora
Sizes 3,4x8mm

NOVA Crystals Gem shaped stone
Wheat Crystal AB

Sizes: 3,4x8mm

NOVA Crystals Gem shaped stone
Diamond Aurora

Sizes: 5mm

From a 45o angle From a 45o angle From a 45o angle From a 45o angleTop view Top view Top view Top view

CRYSTALS
Nova Crystals rhinestones

and Nova Crystals Gems 
shaped stone nail arts

Works by Virág Halász
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NEW! Hand and body lotions with intense scent
The Crystal Nails’ one and only INTENSE hydrating product family has expanded with 4 new members to surround your body and 
soul with heavanly fregrances. The new INTENSE hydrating lotion is coming to you with increased scent concentrate! We have 2 winter 
aromas for those who loves the sweeter scents: a christmas candy and a warm chocolate so everyone who love holidays will be 
happy because of the popular Winter Joy and Toffee gingerbread. This product family contains Jojobaoil, cocoabutter and vitamins with 
rosemary and aloe vera extract.

30ml 

Brand new lotions with intense scent.

250ml 

30
m

l

30
m

l

30
m

l

30
m

l

Christmas Candy
Lotion Intense

Hot Cocoa Lotion 
Intense

Winter Joy Lotion 
Intense

Toffee Gingerbread 
Lotion Intense

2021-2022

Winter novelties

New! New! New! New!

New!
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NEW! CHRISTMAS 
SPIRIT GEL POLISH KITS
Charming Christmas colors will bring the holiday vibe to your 
salon. 

LIMITED! Cuticle oil 4ml
Fudge / Pecan pie
The popular nail skin vitalizing oil product-line has two new members. Make your 
custumers happy and satisfied with the new irresistable Butterscotch and Pecan 
Pie special essence! The oil plays a huge role in nourishing the nails and caring for 
the nail skin, and is also guaranteed to enchant with its long-lasting scent.

NEW! CHRISTMAS FILE
Surprise you costumers with the newest 150/180 granular christmas file! Pesonal kindness which surely makes them happy!

1S68 3SFD61S101 3S1161S99 3SFD71S100 3S115

490,-

250,-

25

2021-2022

Christmas 
novelties

New!

ONE STEP CrystaLac
collection

3 STEP CrystaLac
collection

New!



Let’s look at a specific example: Mini 3D or 3D brush. These are basically brushes made for 
acrylic decoration techniques. Their hair is natural, cat-tongue-shaped, pointed when closed, 
oval when flattened. Their hair is flat, not round. The Mini 3D has a shorter hair length, the 3D is 
longer. Their flexibility is medium because of the natural hair, and the amount and length of hair. 
As a rule of thumb, natural hair is more elastic than synthetic hair, if there is less or longer 
hair in a brush it will be more flexible. A short brush with a concise amount of hair will be stiff 
even if it is from natural hair, e.g. Nero Merlo I. It shows how many properties a brush can have 
and each of them can be affected by the way of usage. The Mini 3D or 3D brush can be used for 
acrylic decorations, gel painting, lace treatment technique, Royal Gel application, dispersing a 
small amount of material on acrylic gel, glitter blur with gel, acryl painting, watercolor painting, 
application of decorations.

Based on this, we can choose from a much wider range of brushes for each work phase. 
Let’s look at the most common examples!

Content for professionals

How to choose the 
right brush?

New!

26

A nail technician needs a lot of different brushes at work. Luckily, we can choose from countless different sizes, shapes, lengths 
and hair types, but that’s why the decision is often not so easy. Before we look at which brushes the most recommended for which 
phase, let’s take a look at some general ground rules that will make our choice easier!

The proposed brushes for each group of materials may provide guidance, but they should not be assigned too strictly to one or 
another groups. Both synthetic and natural hair brushes can be used for most groups of materials. Only the acrylic technique 
requires a natural-haired brush, even in the case of acrylic gels, the brush’s hair type and shape and size are in personal preference. 
We can use any of them to gel materials. We can also apply water-based paints with both hair types.

It is also true for the shape of the brush. Nowadays, we work with so many different materials and techniques so a brush is quite 
certain that it is not only good for just one work phase.

The decision in the case of acrylic gel is not that simple. Basically, the most recommended brush is the acrylic #6 
but we have other choices as well. Many technicians work with smaller brushes based on their experience with 
3D acrylic, Sens Natural 3D L, Nero Merlo I. or even Gelly brushes. If we work with hard acrylic gel, we can 
even start thr work with an orange stick to spare the hair of our brushes.

In the case of the gel polish technique, we have long gone beyond the classic solutions, where we only 
smeared the colors smoothly. It is very important to create a beautiful arch and match the perfect color 

at the stem. Our thin brushes are suitable for this: 0 Short, 0 Mini, Sens Liner XS, S. These are synthetic 
brushes that can turn easily along the curves when used with a soft material. That’s why you should 

pick one from the more flexible natural hair brushes. My personal favorites are the Art Design 
brush, Sens Natural Liner and Barbara II. brush.

It is recommended to choose a size 8 brush for acrylic building as this allows us to build 
the nail properly. The Big One or Xtreme Acrylic Brush is also a great choice. Brush 6 

can be used for colored materials or for applying very small amounts of material. It 
is recommended to keep a separate brush for glitter and colored materials so 

these pigments do not mix with the base colors we build with: Clear, Cover, 
White.

Finally, how to clean them properly? It depends on what material we used them for. If you have 
a gel or gel polish material, Brush Cleanser Gel may be the perfect solution. It is a transparent, 
dilute gel, which due to its texture offers the fastest solution for removing pigments, glitter, 
brush initiation or softening back. Do not use on brushes used for other materials! Clean the 
acrylic brush only in Liquid, the acrylic gel brush only in its own liquid! You can ONLY use 
Orange Brush Cleaner on its own when working with water-based paints, as it will damage 
oily and all other brushes, but it is essential for these.

Written by Alexandra Méhész

When you build with gel, the absolute Jolly Joker is the Gelly brush or the Sens Synthetic 
Round. I’ve tried them at almost every phase of my work since they released. Because it is 
round, not square, it is easier to create an even surface with its edge, even without the need to 
file. It spreads nicely on the nail surface and works well with soft, soft materials.
A square brush is recommended to create square-shaped nails: Xtreme Gel or a #6 gel brush, 
or for those who like natural hair brushes, the Nero Merlo II. is a good solution. Again it is 
possible to differentiate by color, for white free edges I like to use a #4 gel brush and any thin 
brushes of these listed ones with gel polishes when I paint the smile line. For cover-colored 
and semi-overlay materials, I work with Gelly, and I apply transparent materials as a base layer, 
here the shape depends on the brush, #6 gel brush or Xtreme Gel if you make square shape 
nails and Gelly if rounder shape.

In addition to the Gelly brush or Sens Synthetic Round, the new K-color brush 
is an excellent choice for Royal gel. Here, the round edges and soft, supple 
hair are the most important considerations, and although these are synthetic 
brushes, few of their hairs are embedded thinly flattened, making them very 
flexible. For glittery and strong colors, you should separate one brush at a time.

The range of brushes used for decoration is endless. It depends on the technique 
or the desired result, which choice will be the best! There are no rules to follow, 
only the needs of the artist matter here. Most commonly used decorative 
brushes: Loop, Art Design, Phantom, Ombre Pro, 0 Short, 0 Mini, One Move 
Brushes (One Move Brushes). Sens brushes are designed specifically for nailart 
and are available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. My favorites: Synthetic 
Liner brushes, Natural Liner, Natural Shadow, Synthetic Art.

There is an eternal general rule for using brushes: once you have selected your 
brush and started applying a particular group of materials, that brush can no 
longer be used to another group of materials. So, for example, if you want to 
use the Mini 3D brush, you need as many different pieces as the number of the 
groups of materials you want to use.

Caring and storing our brushes is also extremely crucial, as they are our most important work tools. It is a good idea to choose 
brushes that have a lockable cap so that no light, dust or other contaminants can not get into your hair. Store them by hair down, 
especially the brushes used for acrylic and acrylic gel, so the liquid does not flow back to the base as it may corrode it.



YOUR FAVORITE
NOVELTIES of 2021
In 2021, Crystal Nails product family has expanded with exciting developments, brand new materials and gap-filling 
nail art decorations. We have collected the favorites of the year that can be used boldly in any season!
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1:  XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER GEL 
Natural Pink
A new generation of building gels, which is also excellent for file-free technique. 
Natural Pink is a beautiful covering natural shade that easily fits to lighter skin 
tones in the autumn / winter months by giving a restrained, natural look. It matches 
the color of natural nails perfectly, it is not conspicuous even when it grows down. 
It is especially recommended for those who are less fond of brownish, purple-toned 
gels.

2: BRUSH CLEANSER GEL
A soft gel specially developed for cleaning gel brushes! Thanks to the dilute 
consistency of pigments, glitter and other impurities, they are easily removed from 
the brush fibers. Its practical pipette packaging allows easy dosing, quick and easy 
use.

3: CONFETTI TOP GEL Matte Black
Non-cleansing, soak-off, flexible matt top gel with mixed sizes and shapes 
(hexagon and round) black glitter with which you can make the fashionable splash 
effect (quail egg effects). You can already find the white version so you can easily 
make dark or glitter shades even more special.

4: ONE STEP CRYSTALAC
Non-cleansing gel polish with vivid colors.  The restrained, feminine, powdery pink 
shades of 2021 summer ONE STEP CrystaLacs are guaranteed the clients’ favorites 
in every season. Fresh, cheerful colors that not only seduce lovers of pink. Try them 
also with the new Confetti Top Gel Matte White!
Colors: 1S102, 1S103, 1S104, 1S105.

5ml

8ml

4ml

4ml 8ml

15ml 50ml
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1:  SENS BASE GEL 
DEVELOPED FOR NAIL STRENGTHENING TECHNIQUE BASE GEL / LIQUID BUILDER GEL 
Base and strengthening (liquid builder) gel with extra strong adhesion. This Base gel has the strongest 
adhesion feature of the currently known Base Gels and is extremely special in texture. It contains tiny 
synthetic silk fibers that make the material strong while also retaining its elasticity. It is already available 
in 10 ml packs in 5 colors: Clear, Cover Pink, Cover Peach, Shimmer White, Shimmer Nude.

2: SENS FLASH ’3G POLISH’ (géllakk)
CREATE SENSATIONAL NAILS WITH THE CHOCOLATE AND COBALT SENS FLASH
‘3G POLISHES’!
’3G Polish’ with light-reflective sparkles, which will be shining bright like a diamond if the sun hits the 
surface of it. In “normal” circumstances is “just” a very vivid color gel polish but don’t judge a book by its 
cover: if the light hits that from the side or the back it will be as sparkly as in the sun. It’s available in 7 
shades: Chocolate, Cobalt, Gold, Rose, Silver, Midnight, Burgundy.

3: SENS ACRYLGEL 
DIFFERENT CONSISTENCY, EASY TO USE, HOMOGENEOUS ACRYLGEL.
An improved version of the already known acrylgel. Homogeneous texture, excellent coverage, easy to 
handle. Hard type, so it keeps the shape better, does not heat, almost dry surface after curing. Available in 
Clear, cover pink, white, cover peach and cover rose.

4: SYNTHETIC ART BRUSH
It is perfect for gel paint, shaping different petals, shading. Tiny cat tongue shaped brush. Due to its fine, 
soft, flexible synthetic hair, denser paint gels (eg Art gel, Art Gel PRO) can be applied to the surface 
without stains / streaks.

5: NATURAL SHADOW BRUSH
Solid, broad-bodied, cylindrical, natural-haired brush. It is excellent for shading and making larger 
motifs, it is recommended for acrylic and aquarelle painting.

YOUR FAVORITE
NOVELTIES of 2021
The Sens by Crystal Nails premium brand is available in the same quality and reliability we have come to expect from 
the “mother brand”, Crystal Nails. Flash shades that glare in the sunlight, extra-strong, nail-strengthening Base Gels 
and a wide range of effective brushes are among your favorites!

4ml 10ml

4ml

30ml




